DRUG DELIVERY

Suitable in vitro models for investigating the nanometer-scale safety of drug delivery systems intended for intravenous injection are presented on page 217 by Andreas M. Nystrom and colleagues. The image depicts a macrophage consuming polymer micelles constructed from a dendritic linear hybrid material that is releasing the chemotherapeutic doxorubicin intended for breast cancer therapy. For intravenous-injected drug delivery systems, the first line of immunological defense the particles will meet in vivo are the macrophages, suggesting that these are a good candidate model for toxicity testing. In this work primary cells from healthy blood donors are utilized to evaluate nanoparticle toxicity.

ORGANIC THIN-FILM TRANSISTORS

The image shows a polarized optical microscopy (POM) image of a [5,5]-diphenyl-[2,2]-bithiophene (PTTP) substituted methacrylate. As presented by Zhaokang Hu, Boyi Fu, Avishek Aiyar, and Elsa Reichmanis on page 199, crystallites with a domain size in the micrometer range are consistently observed for a sublimed HPTTPEM film by both POM and atomic force microscopy (AFM), indicative of the strong dependence of the formation of a liquid crystalline phase on parameters such as chemical structure, temperature, and substrate surface. The chemical structure of HPTTPEM is superimposed on the micrograph image. The methacrylate monomers are further polymerized to afford graft polymethacrylates for organic thin-film transistor applications.
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